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Design and Analysis of＼vireless positioning system in an lndoor Environment and lts

Application to MobⅡe Robot

(室内環境での無新轍刈位システムの設計および解析と移動ロボットへの応井D

The wireless positioning system (WPS) haS 牙aining respeCぜUl a此entions in the
recent years. There are promisin今 applications ofX入Ips especia11y in today's modern world
Where everything requires wireless connectivity. The information received from the
WⅡ'eless transmitter is not only useful for communication and networkin今, but it can be
also manipulated for computing the whereabouts of the receiver i.e. the position of the
receiver. A mobile robot for example could employ the X入Ips system for its localization
algorithm. since such systems use the information received from the outside Senslng

element, then the use of on、board sensin今 elements such as the exorbitant laser ran牙e

finder (LRF) can be reduce. Therefore, the wps system is cost e任ective
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The round robot Terapio development has been phenomenalespecia11y in the medical
industries where Terapio could 牙reatly assist medical practition吐,s in their daily works
The functionality of Terapio is indeed plentifulincluding the human tracking and
f0ⅡOwing, simuHaneous localization and mapping system, power assists system, medical
record databases, dynamic eye systems, patients monitoring system, etc.1n order to
increase the functionality of Terapio, this dissertation proposed to employ the ＼入IPS
System for Terapio wh'eless positionin牙 Which can reduce the development cost.1n
addition, the ＼入7Ps system is also a convenient approach for Terapio mobility tracking
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This dissertation focuses on three parts for employing the ＼入Ips system. The 2.4GHZ
Wireless Fidelity (wiFD signal were used in this work. wiFi si套nalis chosen due to the
fact that the signal is ubiquitous available everywhere as we11 Cheap1.e as

implementation.1t is as a matter of fact suitable since its application could reduce the
development cost of the mobile robot

The 丘rst part considers the placement ofthe wireless transmitters where the optimal
10cations were selected that yieldin套 the minimum positionin今 error in the mobile robot
Point of view.1n order to achieve these objectives, an a1牙orithm ca11ed the Grid Greedy
Search L0牙ic (GGLS) is proposed with the combination of Tree Hierarchy and the
formulation of the cost function. The finding from this part of research suggests that the
Placement of the wireless transmitter is not necessarily in symmetrical form when the
initial placement location is taken into consideration



The sec。nd part of this worlく is redirected into the assessment of wi i signa using
the Desi宮n 。f Experiment (DOE) method. Two essential parameters of transmitting
devices were studied i.e. the antenna hei牙hts of the transmitter an t e separal゜
distance between the transm北ter and receiver (TX"RX). The hypothesis was m?'de, an
then the experiments were conducted in the manner of replicated ran omiza l゜n'
data W田.e later analyzed usin号 the statisticaltools. The Analysis o ariance
results sU宮gested that the antenna hei曾hts of the transmltter are not si今niican w〕e
fingerprinting technique is used for position estimation・ T is ln lng en
Validated using the actual positionin牙 System usin套 fingerprlnting tec nique
Spatial signal fingerprint database is made and positioned using t e s a e'゜、 e'
WKNN positionin宮 System

The third part ofthis l・esearch is emphasizes on the wps using t e in牙erprin 曾
technique. since the 丘n号erprinting technique requires the si宮na ingerprin
Which is rather costly to build, interpolation is proposed. Three interpo a lon me ゜
experimented, namely the lnverse Distance weighting (1DW), the geo'spatia ri目ng
alg。r北hm and the firstly ever used interpolation method for wire ess signa e ゜
Shepard,S Meth。d (MSM). The finding from this experiment sug曾ested that the proP四e
meth。d i.e. MSM scored the lowest positionin牙 error desplte the popu ariy o ri今'牙
alg。rithm as the wireless interpolation method. subsequently, a novelmet o o wire e
Signalinterp。1ation to automatica11y construct the fingerprinting ata ase is prop゜,
kn。wn as the signal propagated Modified shepard'S Method (SP、MSM)・ This new nove
technique considers the wlreless signal properties such as the c ose、in is ance
Path l。ss exponent. The slgnal properties were firstly estimate using e
Simplex meth。d and later included in the MSM int田'polation algorithm・ T e accuracy is
Iaterevaluateddefiningfour distlnctive stationarylocations. Afterwar s, si牙na 1 牙
Usin牙 three different lnetl)ods i.e. the movin牙 average dig北al iter, ow pass i e.
Kalman filter are used due to the nuctuative and unpredicted behavlor o i i sign
TheKalmanfilter asexpectedpa'formsprominentlylmprovln旦t eposiioning y'
In additi。n, the comparisons of the diffeぞent positioning techniques suc as
trilateration are also discussedinthe effortofimprovingthe accuracy o t e sys

Fina11y, this dissertation ls concluded and some future works are e inea e
Wps systemsin the sense ofthe two frameworks were proposed or erapio' e
framew。rk iS 負ndin牙 the optima110cation to place the wiFitransm北ters, an e s
framew。rk is the interpolation of ＼入liFi si牙nalto construct the fingerprintin牙 a a a.
The use 。f appropriate filter could yield in reasonable accuracy or ln oor poS11 g
System f。r a m。bile robot application.1n addition, the w'ps architecture can e ea y
adapted into various other systems such as the muti、agens sys ,
Internet・of・Thing qoT) as we11 as cloud computin宮 Systems・
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